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In this talk, I will introduce two of my research on cultivating creativity and problem solving skills for 
children. Firstly, I will talk about AutoGami, a toolkit for designing automated movable paper craft using 
the technology of selective inductive power transmission. AutoGami has hardware and software 
components that allow users to design and implement automated movable paper craft without anycomponents that allow users to design and implement automated movable paper craft without any 
prerequisite knowledge of electronics; it also supports rapid prototyping. AutoGami made consistently 
strong showings in design workshops, confirming its viability in supporting engagement and 
creativity as well as its usability in storytelling through paper craft. Additional highlights include rapid 
prototyping of product design as well as interaction design such as human-robot interactions In theprototyping of product design as well as interaction design such as human robot interactions. In the 
second part of the talk, I will talk about the results of four children’s coding workshops to compare 
different combinations of input and output methods of coding environment. Results suggested that the 
combination of graphical input and tangible output (GITO) can better retain kids’ engagement and 
attention and better facilitate various steps towards problem solvingattention, and better facilitate various steps towards problem solving. 
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